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Some reactions producing extremely hot nascent products—with vibrational quantum numbers at least as high as 30—
nevertheless form relatively long-lived weakly-bound van der Waals (vdW) complexes with bath gas molecules that are
observable via microwave rotational spectroscopy. One example is SiO, formed in the reaction of various silanes with
oxygen.a The reason for the long lifetimes of the complexes, despite having internal energies that greatly exceed the
vdW well depth, is the very weak coupling between the intra- and intermolecular modes. Theoretical calculations of such
unbound resonance states can be much more challenging than ordinary bound state calculations since approaches to deal
with the dissociating wavefunction (such as complex absorbing potentials) are less straightforward and much more time
consuming. We have demonstrated that a simplified approach of making a series of vibrationally effective PESs for the
intermolecular coordinates (one for each reaction product vibrational quantum number of interest) can produce vdW levels
for the complex that are of spectroscopic accuracy. Here we will describe how our freely available PES fitting code called
AUTOSURFbc can be used to construct the necessary PESs using automation. The code is demonstrated here by presenting
spectroscopic-quality potential energy surfaces for Ar–CS and Ar–SiS complexes.
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